9. (15ETHIOPIA
March to 14 April 2011)
9.1. Is Aid Aid?

(Harry; Ethiopia; March 2011)

We planned to make our way to Konso in Ethopia. Our route was via a scenic winding gravel
track of +- 130 kms through a mountainous region peppered with beautifully constructed,
buttressed stone terraces. These terraces have enabled (for centuries) the local Konso to
derive a living from the dry, unyielding land around them.

Or so we thought.

One merely has to open the local newspaper and often it is burgeoning with job
advertisements from these aid organizations looking for mostly highly qualified people.

The reality unfortunately is that any encounter with these ethnic groups has now been

And it will draw much criticism I am sure. That was never my intention.

reduced to a tourist spectacle at best and a human zoo at worst. To enter any tribal village

Personally I cannot help but wonder how much of the well intended aid actually filters

one has to pay a fee. For every photo one takes one has to pay a fee. The villagers merely

through to its intended recipients. There seems to be so much “diversionary” spend on

There are many aid organizations making a difference under trying conditions. There also

The town of Konso also serves as a gateway to the Omo valley and surrounds. Contained

wait for the tourists to arrive and dress accordingly, including insertion of lip plates when a

vehicles, offices, staff and the like. In the +- 18 000 km that we have travelled so far this

appear to be ones that have strayed from their founding values.

within this area are some of the rarest and most diverse ethnic groups in the world which

photo is required.

appears to be a common theme.

This is not the type of encounter we had hoped for or experienced to-date. While we

On one occasion only have we seen an aid vehicle (Landcruiser) actually being used off road

The people of the Omo valley have developed art forms that not only allow for creative

appreciate that the local people have a right to benefit from tourism and that the money

in terrain it was designed for. In most instances a pickup with a simple rear diff lock would

expression but also serve social and cosmetic purposes. Their practice of body painting and

earned from this may assist them economically, for us it has become somewhat mercenary

suffice. At less than a third of the price.

scarification is amongst the most ornate seen anywhere.

and we decided not to go.

include the Hamer, Karo, Banna, Ari, Dizi and Galeb, amongst others.

Scarification of men is not allowed until they have killed a foe while for woman the raised
texture of the skin is considered desirable (and is said to hold a sensual value for men).
Scarification is achieved by using a stone or other sharp instrument. Ash is then rubbed into
the wound which creates an infection and scar tissue growth. As the wound heals it creates
the desired knobby effect on the surface of the skin.
And this is only the beginning. The Hamer are renowned for their hairstyles and body
decoration (including iron coils and shells) while the Mursi and Surma traditions include
fierce stick fighting amongst the men and lip plates worn by the woman.
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I know I am touching a raw nerve here, possibly the whole nervous system.

This is not a witch hunt but a call for answers for something that weighs heavily on my

A Google search will harvest many pictures of these remarkable people.
We unfortunately do not have any.
As a result (and in hindsight possibly too rash a decision not to go) we were left sitting on the
balcony of the local pension watching the world go by until we left the next day.
Pictures that follow are taken from the balcony.

Folk work hard here. Really hard. In trying conditions. Simply to survive.

conscious.
For me there are missing pieces in this aid equation and to this end I would welcome other
opinions in this regard.

As would a cell phone vs. the sophisticated communication systems fitted to these aid
vehicles.
Does one require a V8 Landcruiser, often with only one or two occupants to cruise the city
streets? Or to idle outside the local hotel keeping the cabin cool (while its driver sits inside
the hotel having lunch)? Surely not. Yet we encountered this time and time again.
One merely has to look towards some of the small grass roots NGO's to see tangible
evidence of a difference being made, with limited resources. Or would the Peter principle
apply if they had more resources?

Add to the mix a plethora of body painting variants and this should make for a tantalising

And aid organizations are plentiful. As are their huge Landcruisers. A case of over spec-ed,

The above is merely an observation on my part, not a judgment call. I hope it is read in the

visit.

oversized and over here?

spirit that it was intended.
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9.2. Let's do a 'jol' in Addis

(Linda; Ethiopia; March 2011)

Let's do it. Let's spend a long weekend in Addis. Let's do like Parisians and hop-over to Rome
for a spending spree. Let's do like Londoners and descend on Warsaw for a cheap and cheery
bachelor party. Let's do, like South Africans easily can, a 'jol' in Africa's Addis.

The food smacks all on its own. 'Injera' makes obsolete the plate, the knife and fork and the
serviette! This spongy pancake (made from an indigenous and uniquely Ethiopian cereal
called 'tef') has a slightly sour, bitter taste that dances with spicy food. It's spread out to

The 'mercado' is apparently the largest market in Africa. You don't go looking for anything,
but it is likely that you may stumble upon something (in Harry's case … I quote … “a sweet
little short-wave radio”). Stall after stall of the unbelievable; from rural grains and charcoal

Ethiopia's Addis Ababa is the complete deal.

carry little heaps of tasty every-and-anything! It's easier to manipulate than rice and doesn't

to second-hand remote controls and (I quote again) “state-of-the-art short-wave radios”

break like bread and mops up spicy chicken, grilled meats, beetroot salad, curry potatoes,

(wink-wink). At the market you salute the spirit of the entrepreneur but its many disabled

We stay in the Taitu Hotel. It's almost as old as the city! It's there because way back Emperor

spinach, lentils, chick-peas all in one sitting! Injera and I are bosom buddies. But Harry &

people ground you in reality.

Menelik's wife Taitu enjoys the nearby hot-springs. This first hotel is built in 1907 for her

Angela prefer to scoop with perfect Italian al-dente pasta and crispy bread, compliments of

many invited guests. Today the hotel's full-on character and value for money (yes, rand, too)

the 8-year Italian presence between 1933 and 1941. Fancy, we even set out to the

Then there are the many museums (including the one housing Lucy), cathedrals, mosques,

make up for the tired bed-sheets and towels. It draws locals and travellers, trend-setters and

restaurant, Castelli, where Harry sits in a chair, like Angelina Jolie once did, and claims, like

palaces, galleries and theatre ….

has-beens.

Bradd Pitt once did, that 'the best Italian Restaurant is in Addis'. I still taste the homemade
linguine with truffle sauce and the Italian ice-cream.

Sky-scrapers and cranes litter the skyline of Addis. Billboards announce the coming of new
office parks, supermarkets, town houses and cellphone networks. Broad boulevards,
statues and monuments intercept cramped alley ways, busy informal markets and shanty
towns. Blue buses, taxis and tuk-tuks rule the road.

At night, we find lights, music and beer (I must admit, the local red wine is awful, so bring
your own along). During the day, we find cake, cake and cake on almost every corner! The
fasting and non-fasting varieties!

Cafés spill onto every single pavement. Grass strewn on pavements announce 'coffee and
tea ceremonies'. There, young girls sit on low stools and attend little furnaces with cups and
saucers and serve thick coffee and thin tea liquids with rich aromas. Subtle, darker venues
mark the 'tej beats'. Here, middle-aged men pour 'honey wine' into little glass jugs for
sipping on soft stools around little round tables. And then, of course, there is 'chewing the

We strut, on the streets, with confident young girls and boys. Proud, hip and happening,
terribly busy living their dreams. Lady harlequins, in skimpy tops and business pant-suits,
glance down at the girls while male counterparts, in tight jeans and tailored suits, ooze
attitude. I even slip into a ghetto beauty hair salon to giggle away an afternoon with young
Ethiopian beauties as they 'toothbrush' away my relentless grey roots!

The front of the Taitu Hotel.

It's back area.

For sure - Ethiopia's Addis Ababa is the complete 'short vacation' deal.
Come to think of it - Let's do Kampala next!
It's impressive staircase.

A Portrait of the
Empress Taitu.

chat'. All over the place, folk chew bundles of green leaves. It's a natural but intoxicating
stimulant. It's been consumed for centuries and is legal in Ethiopia! We regretfully don't end
up 'chatting'.

Addis ... skycrapers and cranes ...
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... and highways ...

The 'haves' and the 'have nots'
side by side.

The Train Station.
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One of many Monuments.

... a very busy
'less formal'
construction
industry ...

Cafes and Coffee Shops ... old ...
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Emperor Menelik & husband to Taitu.

Minibus Taxis.

... and new ...

Fiat Lada Taxas.

A 'Tej' Beat with 'not too sweet'
honey wine.

... a very busy 'formal'
construction industry ...

... for the either 'you hate it
or love it' injera ...

Tuk-tuks.

Young Ethiopian Ladies.

At the Addis Hotel.

The Castelli Restaurant and Harry on
the chair vacated by Angelina Jolie.

Me, having my grey
'toothbrushed' away ...

Yes, it's Brad.

... and the two young friends
who did it!

... and Angelina.

The Mercado
and its
many stalls ...
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9.3. Thank Heavens for Little Lucy

(Linda; Ethiopia; March 2011)

Harry & I, with Angela, visit the St Georges Cathedral and its Museum in Addis Ababa. It
houses the ancient Ethiopian Orthodox Church and it intrigues! There's a special mid-lent
service the very next morning. We are drawn, all for our own reasons, to attend. The service

Not quite the haircut for Harry.

At first, there is a relaxed waiting atmosphere. Everybody is draped in soft white cotton that
hides the condition of clothes below. Some sit respectively in the surrounding gardens,
others stand before the cathedral walls and pray quietly. Eventually everybody approaches

starts at 6h30 in the sacred center of the cathedral, and we are there at 8h30 when the

the portrait of Jesus, surrounded with palm leaves, to kneel and kiss the ground, and to

service turns outwards.

bend and touch the cross held by a church elder. And all the while, hymns, chants and
messages resound from those scratchy loudspeakers. Some of it in 'Gez', the Latin

We feel odd but not unwelcome. We find a wee spot under a very prickly palm tree. Harry

equivalent of Ethiopia's present day language of 'Umharic'.

has become the most subtle and sneaky of photographers and takes the photos below.
The waiting ends! First young women, then young men emerge from the cathedral, swaying
The Ethiopian Orthodox Church feels, to me, like a crazy wonderful mix! It all seems

slowing, clapping softly but singing urgently. They lead out the most decorative procession.

strangely different and strangely familiar at the very same time. There are gestures, rituals

Priests step out in royal garb of deep purples, reds, blues and whites. They move under

and symbols I recognise, half-recognise and don't recognise at all. I learn it has its roots in
Judaism, follows the old-and-new-testament of the Christian faith and operates within an
Islamic environment. The church has a typically round Jewish layout, the ledges around the
windows are shiny from stroking and shoes line up at the doors. There is kneeling, kissing,
and soft repetitive chanting. There are many paintings and portraits of Jesus, Mary, St
George and many other Saints (even of Haile Selassie pleading Ethiopia's cause, in his
famous address in 1936 to the League of Nations). There are elaborate rectangular, round,
and star-shaped crosses. There are food restrictions and fast days and feast days.
Loudspeakers emit Christian 'calls to church' hot on the heels of Muslim 'calls to prayer'.

umbrellas heavy with embossed cloth braided with thick gold and silver threads. Feet
shuffle, prayer sticks tap, copper rattles shiver and voices ring. They are carrying the 'ark of
the covenant' and this remarkable progression starts to circle the church. This ark is one of
about 2000 replicas kept in every Orthodox Church in Ethiopia. The ark is shown, about 5
times a year, on special occasions. The original is still kept in Aksum, northern Ethiopian,
according to legend.
We clap, kneel and call out as the procession enters our radius. We stand and reflect as it
passes, and we clap and kneel again as it returns. The procession circles the church a
number of times.
We leave, in pace, with everybody else. We feel at home and at peace.

We start to feel the
Islamic presence.
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A painting at the Museum
that illustrates the many
ethnic groups that make up
Ethiopia.
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Go figure! Even the least familiar of what we see today
brings to mind at least a childhood religious story!

sad, the naughty, the concerned, the puzzled, those
yawning and even those dropping off! I know these men
and women, boys and girls, like my own family and friends

But above all, it is each and every face that is familiar. The

back home.

absorbed, the wistful, those in adoration, in devotion, the

And in my mind's eye, I wink at the cheeky little 'Lucy', our
certain, irrefutable, common ancestor, housed just down
the road in the Natural History Museum of Addis Ababa.
Thank Heavens for little Lucy.

The waiting ends ...

A service at the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

Waiting quietly outside ...
The procession begins ...
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9.4. A Market without a Village

(Linda; Ethiopia; April 2011)

My top 'trip' treat is a visit to a market!

We spent almost 4 hours here!

It's the endless rows, circles and squares of stuff. It's the easy, pleasing and delightful
interaction with all the ladies behind all this stuff.

Look at all the stuff . . . .

It always starts with a smile. Then it's a whole bunch of gestures; pointing, frowning,

… beans, pulses, lentils …

gasping, laughing. A question, a suggestion, the exclamation! And it always ends with a

… ground nuts, cashew nuts …

laugh. And nothing feels better than laughing together!

… ginger, limes, garlic, chilies …

I've been collecting photos of markets for a while now, but they all pale after this 'surprise of

… coffee beans and tea leaves …

a market' in north Ethiopia.

… tree barks and leaves for cooking, for medicine, for soaking …

… sorghum, wheat, barley, tef, maize …

… cardamom, cumin, curry, pepper, salt (from the ! Danakil Depression !)

… little potatoes, cassava, breadfruit …
A market without a village! Or at least a market in a village without a name on our map or
GPS! Yes, just a straight line, without even a dot on our map or a name on our GPS. A little like
the 'smile without a cat' in Alice in Wonderland!

Familiar faces ...
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So where there should be nothing we bang into a full-on village, complete with a traffic
warden at an intersection. We are in the middle of a choc-a-block full of people, on foot, in
tuk-tuks, on horse-carts and donkey-carts and camels, all off with their goods to market.

… bananas, mangoes, pawpaws, pineapples, melons …
… tomatoes, red onions, cucumbers, purple aubergines, white aubergines …
… breads, sweet breads, fried breads, sweet balls
… eggs, live chickens & goats …
And this one-stop-shop comes with the full range of back-up services too … fast foods, black
market fuel and while-you-wait repairs for clothing, shoes, umbrellas, and bicycles.
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The market and its many faces ...

Heading for the market ...
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Tall drinks with our little friend Mohammed
after the market.
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9.5. Almost Heaven (Linda; Ethiopia; April 2011)

A week later we 'saunter' around at an
animal auction in Mekele (north
Ethiopia), and I've lumped these photos

Faith is extremely important in an Ethiopian's life. I read that the population is now fairly
evenly split between Muslims and Christians, but that the Orthodox Ethiopian Christian
Church dominates its past. It has, and still does, heavily influence its political, social and

on at the end. Going, going, gone …. a
cow goes for the equivalent of R2,000
and a camel for R5,000.

cultural life.

This 'unhappy' goat is off to
an auction in Mekele.

On top of the world! We take off our shoes, slither along a ledge to a waiting monk and enter
his Abuna Yemata Guh. It's dark but not damp. It takes a while for our eyes to adjust and see
inside the small irregular knotty hole of a church. There are two cupolas and a faded feast of
cloth and colour and faces. I am struck by the faces that belong to all races. We sit down
quietly and find it difficult to leave.

... and so are these goats ...

... and donkeys ...

Its connection with Christianity is a distinguished one. Aksum, in the far north, is an ancient
Christian civilization that dates back to 300 A.D. The Tigray region, slightly further south

Afterwards we are allowed to take photos, without a flash ...

near the town of Mekele, has countless churches and monasteries that date back to 900
A.D, and the famous rock-hewn churches (i.e. carved out of the ground) of Lalibela, a little
further south, date back to 1200 A.D.
Our most remarkable experience is in the less famous Tigray region. Here, there are
approximately 120 churches sculptured into cliff faces and pre-existing caves. We visit four,
but are left breathless (literally and figuratively) by the Abuna Yemata Guh.

... and goats ...

... and cattle ...

This church is the least accessible, and as a result escapes the damage experienced by other
churches during the Muslim / Christian wars.
The area is bone-dry. Its people stay in dry-stacked rock huts and tend century-old terraces
that, year after year, await the rainy season. Our church is sculptured into a pre-existing cave
in the huge high cliffs that dominate the area. First we bounce in a mini-bus forever. Then we
walk up, up and up for an hour and a half. Then we suck onto rock-face, with our fingers and
toes into the tiny finger-and-toe holes, for half an hour. And then we reach 'almost heaven'.
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... the little church sculptured into a cave high in the rock-cliffs above.
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The Tigray Region with a typical
dry-stacked rock hut.

The terraced slopes still in
use by the Tigray people.

... there ...

The Tigray settlement becomes
smaller as we climb higher.

... and smaller ...
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Harry at the bottom, Angela in the
middle and I take the photo from above.

... fingers and toes .... and more
importantly caring guides!

... and smaller ...

... almost there ...
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Below are a few photos of some the other churches in the Tigray area ...

Some other churches in the
Tigray region follow.

Below are a few photos of the more famous rock-hewn churches (i.e. carved out of the ground) of Lalibela ...

Some pictures of the more
famous rock-hewn churches of
the Lalibela Region follow.

... 15m high ...

Now we just need to find the key...
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9.6. Children we do not know... (Linda; Ethiopia; April 2011)
Every single day, children we do not know, wave eagerly at us. There's a BiRtHdAy pArTy
everyday everywhere! In Namibia, Angola, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda,
Ethiopia. And all these children, we do not know, are bursting to invite us!

Often, I remember, our friend Ndaba telling, when growing up in Zimbabwe, how excited he
felt every-time he saw an old Coca Cola sign. And here we, a middle-aged white couple on
expensive motorbikes, rushing past like faded old Coca Cola signs.

It is crazy, everywhere, children drop what they are doing and run as fast as their legs can

What a one-sided exchange! All they get is a brief passing glimpse of brute force, grunt and

carry them, towards us and our noisy, bright bikes. Little children cheer us in a million utter

faded flash. And, oh my, we get to stand in the faces of such sheer pleasure! We don't

and uninhibited ways; with big smiles and excited voices, with wide eyes and quiet gasps.

deserve the daily invites! But are grateful for the daily lessons in humility!

And I will ABSOLUTELY NOT allow that 1 stone to spoil the memory
of all those amazing birthday parties!

Together and alone they stop just short of the road. Some even slip and stumble on route.
Little voices screech, yell, sing, whisper and holler. Little bodies jump up and down, raise

Children here, children there, children everywhere. Dreams here, hopes there, aspirations

arms, clap hands, wave furiously, jiggle and dance, give the thumbs up, and make a hundred

everywhere. We share them deeply.

motorbike gestures.
And in every single face is etched a separate and vivid personality. We zoom past on our
loud, flashy machines, the shy little boy, the bold little girl, the 'do it yourself' enquirer, the
group performer, the 'uh, what happened' little guy, the charmer, the indifferent.
Oh dear, I want to screech to a halt, drop my bike, rip off my helmet, tear off my gloves and
HUG each of these children, I do not know. But I don't. All I manage, from the fast moving
seat of my motorbike, is an eager thumbs' up, the droopy wave, the clipped wave, a high
five, a flying fist, a foot wave, a triple shoulder wriggle, the bobbing helmet-y head and my
personal favourite, the two footed wave! I try anything to, at least, match their enthusiasm.

I must mention that other travelers warn us that Ethiopia is different. And sure enough,
along three particularly touristy routes we get our fair share of hurling stones, little hands
digging into our pockets and the incessant 'give me money's'. Some we 'apprehend' some
we 'grin and bear' and some we 'tease, smile and tickle away'. It's hard to understand why it
is like this in Ethiopia. It's not just the children, it's the adults too, and it is not everywhere,
it's mostly tourist areas. It seems to me to be a sense of 'arrogance' and 'entitlement' and it
really becomes unpleasant at times. Theories abound; from the Ethiopia's extreme pride at
not having been colonized to a darn right expectancy for foreign aid forever. It's probably a
mix of theories; together with a good dash of naughtiness on their side and travel weariness
on our side.

The roads we travel become a whole lot emptier, lonelier, after Ethiopia. I miss the 999
waves and the 1 stone! Children in Sudan don't wave, I think because they are reserved and
shy. Children in Egypt don't wave, I think because they are indifferent after 2000 years of

Sometimes I laugh out loud, sometimes I drop a tear.

But, as we travel I count 999 big waves for every one little stone. And that single little stone I

tourism.

will bear gladly for having been born lucky enough to live this dream and hurtle through
Africa on this glitzy bike.
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'Mini kumnandi kuwe. Mini kumnandi ntwana'm, Mini kumnandi kuwe'.
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This is the only photo, we have,
taken on the move.
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9.7. A Near Miss (Harry; Ethiopia; April 2011)
We left Addis on a route that traversed through some spectacular mountain passes.
Kilometer upon kilometer of twisty roads one does not encounter on such a scale in SA.
Imagine an Outeniqua pass crossed with a Baviaans Kloof, all on steroids.

There is no choice but to get used to it, for the sake of one's own sanity and mental well
being (I have on many occasions felt like climbing through the window of the vehicle of an
inconsiderate driver, Leatherman in hand in search of the cause of this excessive

The speed of the wheel and its sheer size ruled out trying to kick it. Avoiding it was the only
alternative. Fortunately I managed to miss it by +- 30 cm and stay on the road.

testosterone or what ever else causes this behaviour. I know there is an organ somewhere

Next the Land Cruiser. Somehow the driver managed to keep the vehicle upright which

From a mountain pass perspective this is close to biking Nirvana.

that is responsible for this. It needs to be removed. I digress however).

allowed gravity to do its thing. By the time the wheel had passed me the Land Cruiser had
dragged itself to an acceptable speed on 3 wheels and one hub.

Unfortunately the other road users quickly jolt one back into reality.

Our next unwanted encounter would be more memorable.

Sections of this route have recently been upgraded from gravel to tar. Taxis, trucks and other

It presented itself as a Toyota Land Cruiser, bisecting a corner at the customary excessive

the position and had moved to the opposite side of the road. Fortunately there was no

road users are now in a position to travel a lot faster than they have been able to do in the

speed. Nothing abnormal until it started veering wildly left, then right and then left again.

oncoming traffic and the wheel sped pass her. It continued for +- another kilometre into the

past.

It's going to roll I thought in the split second that the driver battled to correct its trajectory.

valley below.

And they do.

The luggage on the roof rack seemed equally keen on parting company, which it did,
consuming the whole road with the same freedom that drivers do.

A long uphill walk for the owner to retrieve it later.

Linda next. A quick glance in the review mirror revealed that Linda had already summed up

Their driving skills however have not improved to accommodate their faster passage.
Drivers do not so much go around the many corners but through them. Their speed dictates
that they require not only their section of the road but ours as well.

The reason for all of this - the rear driver's side axle had snapped resulting in the rim and tyre
also parting company with the vehicle.

We stopped next to the crippled vehicle to see if the occupants were all ok. Neither of us
could understand each other. We did not need to. Our mutual relief breached any language
barriers.

Fortunately Angela was ahead and managed to avoid the flying luggage. Linda and I were
left to face a Land Cruiser out of control and its massive rear wheel careering towards us.

We just sat on opposite sides of the road and smiled at each other.

In hindsight it is amazing how quickly one can react in such a situation. The wayward wheel

Below are a few pictures of the near miss as well as some of other non-gory road carnage

is ahead of the vehicle I thought. We need to deal with this first. Do I try and kick it as it

encountered along the way.

And as much as this pains me, size in this instance does count.
They are better endowed in this respect. And they know it.

approaches me to send it in another direction or do I try to swerve to try and avoid it? I also
We have lost count of the number of times we have been forced off the road by a car,
minibus, or truck.
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needed to stay on the road as there was a steep shoulder drop with no run off in between.

What about Linda behind me?

You can only love this continent, warts and all.

How to brake without a tyre. Note the sheared center
portion which used to be part of the drive axle.
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The inside of the wayward rim with
Six wheel nuts are pretty useless
The tyre being rolled back
brake drum still attached. Sheared center
if they are connected to a
from the valley below.
portion used to be attached to the axle in better times.
sheared axle.

Luckily gravity and the tar helped as well. End of the road for this Land Cruiser.

A possible cause for metal fatigue
and failure.

A compelling reason for needing a 4x4.
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9.8. Some More Photos from Ethiopia - The South

... and again ...

The ancient agricultural
community of Konso has
prepared the land and
awaits the rainy season.

On route to Konso in south-west Ethiopia.
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Ancient terraces like
these surround Konso.

A typical stick and mud house
found in Konso.

Sunset at Lake Langano,
another one of the great rift
valley lakes in Ethiopia.

Faces are changing slowly ...

In the village of Konso, Harry & I in
the passage of our hotel .... and watching
the world go by ...

Oh dear, another batch of live
chickens off to market.

We camp at Arba Minch, wedged in between
Lake Chamo and Lake Abaya, both great
rift valley lakes. This is Lake Abaya.

... and a sunrise at Lake Langano ...
Children we meet along the way ...

Angela, Harry & I spend more
time than we want to with a bunch
of trucks stuck in a very muddy tunnel!

A busy river bed in central Ethiopia.

... and another ...
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9.9. Some More Photos from Ethiopia - The North

Along a very fertile valley.

'ai'

... and again ...

In Ethiopia, we see a large numbers of donkey and horse carts
for the first time on our trip.

'wow'

... tef is thrown and sifted like this
by women everywhere ...

'ai'

This is the tef grain that is made into the
Ethiopian 'injera' (sour pancake)
eaten everywhere.

In the Ethiopian Highlands we meet and chat with children everytime we stop ...

... 'breakfasted' ...

... and 'tuned in' in so many unforgetable ways ...
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We have done 'our' ablutions ...
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In the Ethiopian Highlands
women returning from work
in the fields.

Little 'Marys'
everywhere ...

... standing 'regal' high in the Ethiopian Highlands ...
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Angela is about to be shown the
contents of her little bag.

Mekele is the first stop for
the salt cut from the Danakil
Depression in the north-west
corner of Ethiopia.

A market in the northern
town of Mekele.

Plastic containers
are collected.

Goats for sale.

... and every drop counts ...

.... and every tree is taken ...

A rainbow 'caught' from our
hotel In Lalibela.

The security guard from our hotel gets
out of his sleeping hut in the early morning.

The Tigray region, west of the
Danakil Depression is so dry ...

Shoes are fashioned from
recycled tyres.

Some scenes from
the famous rock
hewn churches
in Lalibela.

Cattle for sale.
On route to Lalibela, we go back south a little from Mekele and Tigray.
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10. (14SUDAN
to 28 April 2011)
10.1. The Sudanese Men we meet ... (Linda; Sudan; April 2011)
... chit chat ...

In the Sudan we meet men, men and more men! And each one is eager to please and eager
to chat. It is not that we don't see women. We see women, but a disproportionate few. And
these few seem removed and a little guarded. And for whatever crazy, muddled-up reason

On route to Bahir Dar in the west,
towards Sudan.

And then a little later at night, a 'sweet surprise' comes over the scene. Some of these
men line up at bakeries, shops and stalls and leave for home with trays of syrupy baklava,
nutty-date delights, oat biscuits and icing-sugar coated balls. Other men softly follow

we do not get to meet the women, we cannot help but love the men! Our 11 words of Arabic

their wives into bright gold jewelry stores. Alley-ways shine bright with big and small

DO NOT contain the expansive conversations we have with these dear Sudanese men.

shops bearing gold from Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Russia. And wives flanked by
mothers, sisters and friends, 'oh' and 'ah' at chunky and fine jewelry pieces. We are told

They radiate delight at the sight of us in their country. They grin with disbelief when we
launch into conversation. They sit us down, with chai, to chat and exhaust our 11 Arabic

an old age pension. The men do not seem to be part of this business. They wait aside, for

words and 111 hand gestures! It's the trend throughout the Sudan! And I'm not sure why it

the women and salesmen to conclude the negotiation, and then pay wordlessly.

is like this? Could it have something to do with being squarely caught in a situation not of

A lunch stop on route to Bahir Dar.

Bahir Dar - The warden of one of the
many Lake Tana Monasteries.

A bird on the shores of Lake Tana.

A typical Lake Tana boat
made from reed.

they are measuring the weight and worth of a nuptial agreement, an insurance policy or

their doing and out of their hands? Caught between two crazy presidents; namely, their

Uhm, makes you wonder who rules the roost?

own al Bashir, wanted in The Hague for 'crimes against humanity' and another, ex-president
Bush who declared them part of the axis of evil? Maybe, but I'm getting ahead of myself!

Some photos follow of our interactions with the men. It is not really allowed to take
photos of women, so the ones at the end are a bit messy.

There really is a gentle urgency in every meeting. An unsaid 'thank you' and a said 'please';
'thank you for seeing we are alright', 'please take a photo to show back home'. We mingle at
truck stops, at midday rest shelters, at markets, at work, in canteens and at food stands.
They spoil us with a handful of dates, a bag of peanuts, a heaped plate of grilled goat meat,
the bottomless cup of chai and a song and a dance. Our purchases always burst with the
extra tomato, onion, lime and bread-roll.
At a restaurant a truck driver rushes back in to give Angela a little bottle of eucalyptus oil.
Along the road, a choir of work-men, raise their arms and voices in unison as we slip by.
From the back of a bus we stopped for water, we receive more than we need.

A cormorant catches a Nile
perch in Lake Tana.
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We manage to buy a little 'black
market' fuel in Bahir Dar to
get to this last pump with fuel.
The usual Libyan supply is erratic.

Uhm, Axis of Evil, my arse!
A last beer before we enter Sudan
Me with Tew, a young deaf guy we befriend in
on a rooftop bar in Gonder - look at the
Gonder. He teaches me Bamwo (played
Gonder Castle in the background.
throughout Africa) and I teach him Backgammon.
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